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Metamaterial superstrate microstrip patch antenna for 5G wireless
communication based on the theory of characteristic modes
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Metamaterials (MTMs) have received considerable attention due to their novel electromagnetic properties. Their appli-

cations include enhancing gain and bandwidth in microstrip antennas. In this article, a dual band microstrip antenna design
based on characteristic mode analysis (CMA) using MTM superstrate is proposed for 5G wireless communication. The CMA
is used for the modelling, analysis and optimization of the proposed antenna to examine the underlying modal behaviour of
the MTM unit cell and to guide mode excitation. The antenna structure consists of a microstrip feed line connected to a
rectangular patch. Then triangular split ring resonator unit cell is inserted on the ground of a traditional patch antenna that
resonates at 15 GHz to produce additional resonance at 10 GHz. A planar array of 2 × 3 triangle MTM unit cells is used
as superstrate to improve the gain and bandwidth at both resonances simultaneously. The optimal distance between MTM
superstrate and the antenna patch is determined using the Fabry-Perot cavity theory to maximize power directivity and
efficiency of the proposed antenna. The CST microwave studio software is used to model and optimize the proposed antenna.
A prototype of the designed antenna that was fabricated showed good agreement between measurement and simulation
results.
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1 Introduction

The last few years have witnessed a phenomenal
growth in the wireless industry, both in terms of mo-
bile technology and its subscribers. Mobile wireless tech-
nologies have undergone 4 or 5 generations of technol-
ogy revolution and evolution, from 0G to 4G. The cellu-
lar concept was introduced in the era of 1G technology,
making large scale mobile wireless communication pos-
sible. Digital communication which replaced 2G analog
technology significantly improved wireless communica-
tion quality. In addition to voice communication, data
communication became a major focus in 3G technology
that paved the way for a converged network catering to
both voice and data communication. 4G wireless com-
munication systems have been initiated in some coun-
tries and will soon reach many others. Nevertheless, 4G
still faces various challenges like spectrum crisis, high
energy consumption, poor coverage, bad interconnectiv-
ity, poor quality of service (QoS), and flexibility [1]. To
address these shortcomings, the world has set its sights
on the 5G wireless system, expected to be deployed by
2020 [2]. Wireless system designers need to adopt a new
approach to concept and design to fulfil the needs of this
fifth-generation wireless system that promises higher data
rate, better reliability, more connectivity, lower latency,
and improved security features [3, 4].

The patch antenna, a critical component of the modern
wireless communication system, has played a vital role in

this evolution. Compared with conventional microwave
antennas, microstrip patch antennas are small, light in
weight, simple to manufacture, low cost, and they inte-
grate easily into mobile radio and wireless communica-
tion applications. Their main limitations are lower gain
and bandwidth which can be significantly improved by
employing several techniques [5], one of which is the use
of metamaterials (MTMs).

Metamaterial is synthetic material which does not ex-
ist in nature. Its properties are not defined by its mate-
rial composition but by its structure which can be ellip-
tical, rectangular, triangular, and circular or any other
shapes [6, 7]. Natural materials normally have positive
electric permittivity, magnetic permeability and index of
refraction. On the other hand, all these parameters are
negative in metamaterials, and they are hence termed
negative index materials (NIM) or double negative media
(DNG), left-handed materials (LHM) or backward wave
media. Among the numerous applications of metamate-
rials are in the manufacture of perfect lenses, wave re-
tarders, absorbers, cloaks and antennas [8].

Studies on antennas have been reported by many re-
searchers who seek to enhance antenna properties such
as bandwidth, gain, efficiency and antenna size. In this
connection, a rectangular patch antenna associated with
left-handed medium was investigated in [9]. The results
showed the antenna to be more directive and the gain to
be high, although size reduction remained a major chal-
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Fig. 1. Traditional microstrip patch antenna: (a) – schematic diagram, (b) – s11 resonates at 15 GHz
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Fig. 2. Equilateral TSRR unit cell operates at 10 GHz: (a) – schematic diagram, (b) – S–parameters

lenge. Microstrip antenna gain was considerably enhanced

using metamaterial structure in [10], while multiband re-

sponse was generated using MTM in [11]. Patch antenna

bandwidth enhancement using metamaterials was stud-

ied in [12]. In [13], a MTM superstrate was placed at a

convenient distance above a traditional patch antenna to

obtain significant improvement in gain and bandwidth.

Other recent research efforts in this area have been re-

ported in [14–17].

Many substrates that are available have dielectric con-

stants that are generally below 10 GHz [18]. Rogers’s sub-

strate is the exception in this regard, rendering it our pre-

ferred choice for the millimeter wave frequency range, be-

ing most suited for UHF (ultra-high frequencies) because

of its low dielectric loss and low dispersion [19]. Rogers’s

substrate also has desirable characteristics of low electric

loss and low moisture absorption.

In this paper, a metamaterial-based antenna is pro-

posed for 5G wireless communication. Its application is

examined using the source-free characteristic mode anal-

ysis (CMA), which provides useful insights into an under-

standing of the antennas operating mechanisms. A meta-

material superstrate layer is utilized to accomplish su-

perior gain and bandwidth simultaneously as compared

with a traditional microstrip antenna. Simulation and op-

timization of the proposed antenna structure is performed

using a FIM-based CST microwave studio.

2 Antenna and MTM superstrate design

In this section, the proposed microstrip patch antenna
and MTM superstrate are introduced. The S-parameters
of the triangle split ring resonator (TSRR), derived using
the effective medium theory, are also discussed here.

2.1 conventional microstrip patch antenna

A conventional microstrip patch antenna resonating at
15 GHz is designed as shown in Fig. 1(a). It consists of a
rectangular patch on Rogers RT 5880 substrate with its
ground plane at the bottom. The substrate is 1.575 mm
thick and has relative permittivity of 2.2 and loss tan-
gent 0.0009. Inset feeding technique is used to achieve
50Ω impedance matching. The return loss of the antenna
is −41 dB at 15 GHz as shown in Fig. 1(b), and the cor-
responding gain and bandwidth are around 8.07 dB and
1.3 GHz, respectively.

2.2 TSRR unit cell design and extraction of its effective

parameters

A study on the different shapes of metamaterial such
as rectangular, circular, pentagonal, hexagonal and tri-
angular and has been shown that the triangular gives
better performance such as return loss and bandwidth
as described in [20]. The structure of the TSRR unit cell
and its S-parameters are presented in Figs. 2(a) and (b),
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Fig. 3. TSRR MTM unit cell parameters: (a) – effective permit-
tivity, (b) – effective permeability, (c) – refractive index

Table 1. The proposed antenna parameters and values

Parameter Ws Ls Wp Lp Yo Sx

Value (mm) 20 20 7.8 6.22 1.2 1.2

Parameter Wf Lf Lt g W Sy

Value (mm) 1.565 6.09 4.6 0.3 0.3 4.9

respectively. It can be noted that the TSRR unit cell res-
onates at 10 GHz with a return loss of −25 dB. The geo-

metrical dimensions of the TSRR unit cell are as follows:

length of outer edge of the TSRR (Lt) = 4.6 mm, width
of the slot (W ) = 0.3 mm, gap width within the side

arm (g) = 0.3 mm. The effective MTM parameters, per-

mittivity (εreff) and permeability (µreff) are derived from

the S-parameters of the TSRR unit cell based on the al-
gorithm introduced in [21]. The refractive index, relative
permittivity and relative permeability of the TSRR unit
cell shown in Fig. 3 have negative values at the resonance
frequency of 10 GHz, as expected. The permittivity of the
complementary triangular split ring resonator (CTSRR)
unit cell is negative at the operating frequency, conversely
with TSRRs of the same dimensions for which negative
permeability is expected, this being the main feature of
metasurfaces [19].

This CTSRR is employed in the ground plane under-
neath the patch as depicted in Fig. 4(a). The CTSRRs
dimensions and position are optimized to generate addi-
tional resonant frequency at 10 GHz without disturb the
original resonance. It can be easily noticed that the pro-
duction of new resonance frequency at 10 GHz with re-
turn loss of −31 dB and bandwidth of 307 MHz is shown
in Fig. 4(b).

To enhance the performance of this antenna for 5G
wireless communication in terms of improved gain, band-
width, and directivity focusing of the beam, a metamate-
rial superstrate is introduced as described in the following
sub-section.

2.3 metamaterial superstrate analysis

Metamaterial (MTM) superstrate can be placed in
front of a patch antenna, and due to the negative refrac-
tive index property of the MTM, the radiated electro-
magnetic beam width decreases which results in a highly
focused beam, hence the gain, directivity and radiation
efficiency can be significantly improved. The geometri-
cal structure of metamaterial superstrate consisting of a
2× 3 array of the TSRR unit cell is depicted in Fig. 5(a).
The length and width of the MTM superstrate is taken
in such a way that it can effectively cover the patchs
broadside radiation. Parametric studies were carried out
with different dimensions and different numbers of peri-
odic elements to obtain optimal return loss and optimal
radiation parameters. As a result, a 23 periodic structure
at 20 × 15mm2 dimensions was noted that is the opti-
mum number of array elements, so we used this number
of elements in our design after intensive simulations. The
perspective and side views of the proposed antenna are
illustrated in Figs. 5(b) and (c), respectively. The MTM
superstrate is utilized to cover the patch of the traditional
antenna without increasing the total area of the suggested
antenna, ie the planer areas of loaded and unloaded an-
tennas are almost the same. The overall size of the MTM
superstrate layer is 20 × 15mm2 . It is placed at a dis-
tance (d) of 12.5 mm above the patch of the microstrip
antenna. The designated dimensions of the proposed rect-
angular patch antenna as well as the triangular unit cell
are in Tab. 1.

The separation distance between the superstrate layer
and the patch is obtained in accordance with the Fabry-
Perot cavity theory, following [11]:

d =
(

1 +
ϕ

π

)λ

4
(1)
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Fig. 4. The microstrip antenna with incorporating CTSRR in the
ground plane to operate at dual band of 10 and 15 GHz: (a) –

schematic diagram, (b) – S11

where ϕ is the reflection angle of the superstrate, and
the optimal spacing d is at around the focal point of the
design which is 12.5 mm for ϕ = 120◦ .

The CST microwave studio simulator that is based on
the finite integration technique is used to model this pro-
posed antenna from which measurements are compared
to the simulated results to validate the proposed concept.
This approach enables considerable improvement in the
gain of antenna and in its efficiency as discussed later in
this paper.

To understand the operating mechanism of the pro-
posed microstrip patch antenna and TSRR unit cell, the
intrinsic characteristic modes (CMs) supported by the
TSRR unit cell are investigated according to the theory
of characteristic modes (TCM) as detailed in the next
section

3 Characteristic mode analysis

3.1 theory of characteristic mode

The theory of characteristic mode (TCM) was in-
troduced in 1965 [22], and reformulated for comput-
ing the CMs for perfectly electric conducting bodies in
1971 [23, 24]. TCM became an alternative technique to
design microstrip antenna because of the physical insight
it brought. It can offer significant data for antenna design,
for example expecting resonant frequencies and the right

feed position to excite a characteristic mode. The TCM
derivation and its application in antenna design are in-
troduced in [25]. Characteristics modes (CM) can be ob-
tained as the eigenfunctions of the particular weighted
eigenvalue equation in the form of X(Jn) = λnR(Jn)
where the λn are the eigenvalues, the Jn are the eigen-
functions or eigencurrents, n is the mode order and R
and X are the real and imaginary parts of the MOM
impedance matrix Z = R + jX [26]. The eigenvalue is
a very beneficial parameter as it makes available the res-
onant frequency and radiation information of the CM.
In practice, however other ways of representation of the
eigenvalue may be prioritize. Another factor called modal
significance (MS) is substantially important, which is a
parameter used to find the resonant frequency as well as
the bandwidth offered by a mode and it is determined as
MSn = |1/(1 + jλn)| . The same information can be ex-
tracted from the characteristic angle βn that models the
phase angle between a characteristic current Jn and the
associated characteristic field En . It can be calculated as
βn = 180◦ − tan−1(λn). When the characteristic angle is
close to 180◦ the mode is considered as a good radiator,
while when the characteristic angle is near 90◦ or 270◦

the mode mainly stores energy. When a CM resonates, it
is observed that λn = 0 while MSn = 1 and βn = 180◦ .
The TCM states that the current patterns can be ex-
pressed as an infinite sum of fundamental current modes
that are individually weighted by several factors. It can
be expressed as J = ΣαnJn , where αn is determined by
the eigenvalue and the modal-excitation coefficient of the
nth mode.

3.2 CMA of the proposed antenna elements and TSRR

unit cell

To understand the operational mechanism of the an-
tenna elements and TSRR unit cell, the evolution of
modal behavior is investigated. The results are obtained
using the CMA tool that is based on the method of mo-
ments in the CST microwave studio (Ver. 2018) commer-
cial software. Because of the constraint of the integral
equation solver, the conventional antenna elements inves-
tigated here are set for perfect electric conductor with a
thickness of 0.035 mm, without any substrate or excita-
tion ie no feed port utilized in the antenna element for
the CMA.

The expected modal significance (MSn) and charac-
teristic angles (βn) of the three most pertinent CMs of
the patch antenna are presented in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, re-
spectively. The patch antennas three most pertinent CMs
operate at 9.95 GHz, 15 GHz and another frequency is
above 20 GHz. The modal significance shows that the
trace of mode 1 is sharper than that of mode 2, indicating
that mode 1 has narrower bandwidth than mode 2.

The surface current distributions on the patch element
are sketched in Fig. 8, where the black arrows point to the
directions of current. Other than were specified, all the
modal currents and fields shown in this paper are plotted
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Fig. 5. (a) – geometrical structure of MTM superstrate, (b) – perspective view, (c) – side view of the proposed antenna
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Fig. 8. Expected current distributions of the first two modes of
patch element
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at 10 GHz. The main current of mode 1 is at 10 GHz,
and that of mode 2 at 15 GHz.

Here, we explore the relationship between the TSRR
unit cell, patch and the ground plane. The predicted MSn
of the ground plane and TSRR unit cell are depicted in
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, respectively. Fig. 9 demonstrates that
the four most pertinent CMs of the ground plane resonate
at 7, 9.4, 10, and 15 GHz. Fig. 10 indicates that of the
three most pertinent CMs of the TSRR unit cell, two res-
onate at 10 and 15.1 GHz, while the third has a resonant
frequency above 20 GHz. The surface current distribu-
tions of the TSRR element are demonstrated in Fig. 11.

Figures 12 and 13 present the simulated electric and
magnetic fields on the ground plane in the near field at

10 and 15 GHz. As can be observed from Fig. 12, mode 3

has strong magnetic-field and nulls of electric-field in the

center of ground plane. In contrast, in Fig. 13, mode 4

has strong electric-field and nulls of magnetic-field in the

center of ground plane. The CTSRR acts as a magnetic

source. The term “magnetic source” in this context means

that the CTSRR unit cell stores at most magnetic energy

in the near field. When a magnetic source is accurately

sited at the strong magnetic field point of the CM, it

can excite the CM effectively. Hence, CTSRR is able to

excite mode 3 of the ground plane effectively. The patch

element acts as an electric source. The term “electric

source” here means that the patch element stores mainly

electric energy in the near field. When an electric source
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Fig. 12. Electric and magnetic fields on the ground plane in the near field at 10 GHz: (a) – E -field, (b) – H -field
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Fig. 13. Electric and magnetic fields on the ground plane in the near field at 15 GHz: (a) – E -field, (b) – H -field

is accurately sited at the strong electric field point of CM,
it can excite the CM effectively. Hence, the patch element
is also capable to excite mode 3 of the ground plane
efficiently.

4 Parametric study

The parametric studies were performed by using the
parameter sweep option in CST to obtain maximum en-

hancement in gain and bandwidth of the proposed an-

tenna. There is another important parameter that exerts

control in gain and bandwidth, namely the separation (d)

between the MTM superstrate and the main patch of the

antenna. Figs. 14(a) and (b) illustrate the variation of

return loss and gain, respectively, at 10 and 15 GHz of

the proposed antenna with the amendment in the sepa-

ration d . Maximum gain and bandwidth are obtained for

d = 12.5 mm.
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Fig. 16. Prototype of (a) – fabricated unloaded antenna, (b) – TSRR MTM superstrate, (c) – perspective view

Another two important parameters that can be ma-

nipulated to maximize the gain are the vertical and hor-

izontal spacing (SY and SX ) between each two adjacent

TSRR unit cells. Figures 15(a) and (b) show the varia-

tion of gain with change in SX and SY . Maximum gain

is obtained for SX = 1.2 mm and SY = 4.9 mm.

Placing the MTM superstrate above the patch at a

small height gives rise to a parasitic loading of the tra-

ditional patch antenna. Because of this parasitic loading,

proximity coupling between the TSRR MTM superstrate

and patch take place, consequently forming a two layer

electromagnetically coupled system. This electromagnetic

coupling between the patch and TSRR MTM superstrate

produces an enrichment of the bandwidth of the compos-

ite system.

The proposed antenna gain improvement can be ex-

plained by means of the cavity effect that arises when

the TSRR MTM superstrate placed at a convenient dis-

tance above the patch. As per Snells Law of refraction, the

medium with low refractive index moves the electromag-

netic waves afar from the main source and in the direction

to the normal of this surface. This feature improves sig-
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Fig. 18. Simulated and measured radiation patterns: (a) – E -plane at 10 GHz, (b) – H -plane at 10 GHz, (c) – E -plane at 15 GHz,
(d) – H -plane at 15 GHz

nificantly the directivity of the proposed antenna. The
MTM superstrate performs as a highly reflective surface,
rendering the antenna highly directive. The presence of
MTM superstrate also makes the field distribution of the
antenna more homogeneous, thus improving overall gain
of the proposed antenna.

5 Fabricated superstrate antenna and results

To demonstrate the validity of the design, EM sim-
ulated results of the proposed superstrate antenna are
compared with actual measurements in this section. Test-
ing of the antenna hardware was performed on the R&S

ZVA 67 VNA (Vector Network Analyzer) at 10 MHz to

67 GHz. Figures 16(a), (b), and (c) are photographs of

the front and back views of the unloaded antenna, en-

larged view of MTM superstrate, and perspective view

of the fabricated MTM superstrate antenna, respectively.

Figure 17(a) demonstrates the simulated S-parameters of

the dual band patch antenna with and without MTM

superstrate, while Fig. 17(b) shows the simulated and

measured S-parameters of the proposed antenna under

loading conditions.

It can be observed from Fig. 17(a) that the antenna

without MTM superstrate resonates at 10 and 15 GHz
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Fig. 21. Measurement setup in the Satimo StarLab

Table 2. Comparison among the results obtained in this work and
recent papers

Ref.
Dimensions BW Gain Efficiency

(mm2) (GHz) (dB) (%)

[27] 30× 57 0.685 11.9 NR

[28] 18× 21.28 0.9 11.6 NR

0.12 13

[29] 27× 27 0.135 5 NR

DB DB

[30] 13× 11 0.164 7.53

This
0.404 8.24 82

Work
20× 20 1.82 9.65 87

DB DB DB

DB - dual band, NR - not reported

with a bandwidth of 0.307 and 1.3 GHz, respectively.
In comparison, when the conventional antenna is covered
with MTM TSRR superstrate the bandwidth reaches to
0.404 and 1.82 GHz at the same resonant frequencies in
sequence. From Fig. 17(b), it is observed that the fab-
ricated antenna resonates at 10.05 and 15.4 GHz with
a bandwidth of 0.4 and 1.7 GHz, respectively, showing
that both results are in good agreement between simu-

lation and measurement. However, there is a small dif-
ference between simulated and measured return loss of
about 0.5% and 2.6%, respectively due to a slight com-
promise in precision when fabricating the model.

A comparison between simulated and measured radi-
ation patterns is shown in Fig. 18 for the proposed dual
band MTM superstrate antenna. As shown in the fig-
ure, the simulated and measured E - and H -planes of
radiation pattern at the two frequencies are mostly direc-
tional. There was good agreement between the simulation
and measurement results. Moreover, the radiation beam
in both E plane and H-plane became more focused when
the MTM superstrate was positioned on top of the patch.
To verify the contention that antenna gain is improved
as the beam becomes more focused, the gain versus fre-
quency for the proposed antenna with and without MTM
superstrate is plotted in Fig. 19. The simulated gain of the
proposed antenna incorporated with an MTM superstrate
improved from 5.78 dB to 8.24 dB, and from 7.87 dB to
9.56 dB at 10 and 15 GHz, respectively.

The measured and simulated gains of the proposed
antenna fell roughly within the antenna bandwidth, but
with some fluctuation in the measured values. The rea-
sons lies in the fact that CST software calculates the an-
tenna gain as if there are no mismatch losses between an-
tenna and SMA connector. Another reason, it might come
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from the misalignment in the placement of the MTM lens
above the patch. It could be also due to fabrication toler-
ance or measurement errors. Regarding antenna efficiency
shown in Fig. 20, it is important to note that the dielectric
and the conductor losses increased because of the added
MTM superstrate and, consequently, a slight degradation
in antenna overall efficiency is to be expected. However,
the directivity of the antenna increased significantly due
to beam focusing of the radiated wave, and this more than
offset the slight loss in radiation efficiency. Consequently,
antenna gain was upgraded overall.

The antenna gain, efficiency, and radiation pattern
characteristics were measured using the Satimo Star-
Lab near-field antenna measurement setup ranging from
800 MHz to 6 GHz, and from 6 GHz to 18 GHz as shown
in Fig. 21. This system allows measurement of the anten-
nas electric fields within the near-field region for compu-
tation of the corresponding far-field values of the antenna
under test (AUT). The AUT was placed on the test board
and positioned in the middle of a circular “arch” that
contained 29 measuring probe antennas divided into 15
probes for the low frequency range, and 14 other probes
for the high frequency range. These probes were placed at
equal distance surrounding the circular surface. The 360◦

horizontal rotation of the AUT, together with the probes,
performed a full 3D scan of AUT and collected data for
radiation patterns. The far-field data were then employed
to compute the gain and efficiency of the antenna model.

Comparisons between the results achieved in this re-
search with available latest literature are reported in
Tab. 2. Most of the antennas have good results, while
our proposed antenna uses a superstrate metamaterial to
enhance gain and bandwidth simultaneously, and uses a
novel method of exciting different characteristic modes to
study the behavior of this proposed antenna.

6 Conculsion

In this paper, a MTM superstrate loaded on to a patch
antenna is developed for 5G wireless communications.
The MTM superstrate, with a total area of 2× 15mm2 ,
comprises a 3 × 2 triangular split ring resonator on a
1.575 mm thick Rogers substrate of 2.2 relative permit-
tivity. The MTM superstrate is positioned 12.5 mm above
the patch. The proposed composite structure enhances
the antenna gain and operating bandwidth simultane-
ously. A double band characteristic of the antenna is uti-
lized by incorporating a complementary triangular split
ring resonator on the ground plane. Characteristic mode
analysis shows this approach to be effective in the model-
ing and design of the proposed antenna. A comparison of
the performance of the MTM superstrate-loaded antenna
with that of the conventional unloaded control showed
metamaterials to have good potential for improving an-
tenna performance. A prototype of the proposed antenna
was fabricated and good agreement between measure-
ment and simulation results was achieved.
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